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Comics on the Couch: Introduction
Psychoanalyst Didier Anzieu said that psychoanalysis gave
him a new “geography,” a “map to guide through the internal
continent” (1991, p. 26, as cited in Segal, 2018, p. xxii). Anzieu echoes Freud’s metaphor of the “dark continent” (1926,
p. 212) to chart the unknown terrain of his inner life. In a
prolegomenon to his work on what he called the “skin ego,”
Anzieu presciently proclaimed that as the twentieth century
was nearing its end, now more than ever “psychoanalysis has a
greater need of people who think in images than of scholars,
scholiasts, abstract or formalistic thinkers” (1995, p. 6). Comics, of course, “think” in images. As Alison Bechdel remarks,
“Cartoons are like maps to me” (2007). But maps of what?
Comics critic Hillary Chute interprets this metaphor explicitly:
“Because of its spatial conventions, comics is able to map a
life, not only figuratively but literally. It can diagram a life on
a page” (2011, p. 109).
Comics and psychoanalysis, each in their own way, map
internal continents and contexts of human life. Both modes
of mapping human experience in the world share a form:
with comics there is a union of the visual and the verbal,
with psychoanalysis a union of dream and interpretation, also
uniting image and word. This special issue of American Imago
puts comics “on the couch,” restless as this denizen may be.
The contributors to this special issue each in their own way
explore how the ideas that inform and inspire psychoanalysis
also frame comics, while revealing how comics expands upon
the discoveries and designs which imbue psychoanalysis. Yet it
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may come as something of a surprise to this journal’s readers
to discover that, historically speaking, there has been an embattled, even anguished history between comics and the mental
health professions in America. In this introduction to “Comics
on the Couch,” we briefly summarize that history in order to
offer a background to the articles here collected.
A Psychoanalytic Comic
In The Interpretation of Dreams (1900), Freud reproduces
a plate of “A French Nurse’s Dream,” an 8-panel comics strip
(Figure 1),1 which Sándor Ferenczi shared with him because, as
Freud notes, he “at once saw how well they [these comics strips]
could be used to illustrate the theory of dreams.” He further
writes, “The ingenious artist has in this way cleverly depicted
the struggle between an obstinate craving for sleep and an
inexhaustible stimulus towards waking” (1900, p. 367). Freud
reprints the comic because it captures the dreamwork, but he
also recognizes how this strip illustrates the feeling states of the
characters, a strength of the comics form, which reaches into
affective realms in ways that other media cannot. That Freud
enlists this comic strip depicting a dream of a little boy’s oceanic urination in The Interpretation of Dreams definitively situates
comics in the origins of the psychoanalytic method—despite the
relative neglect of this comic in the discussions of his followers.
And if the reprinting of the cartoon situates sequential art in
the past of psychoanalysis, it may also, in some ways, hold a
key to its future. Freud included this amusing comics vignette
as an instance of wish fulfillment, exemplifying the function of
dream work. Freud thus offers a comics map in his pioneering
dream-book as an explanatory illustration and condensation
of theory.2 While Freud did not shy away from such a simple
and a common form of illustration, his followers may have
dreaded the populist implications of considering comics with
any seriousness. Mental health practitioners, many of whom
were influenced by psychoanalysis, derided comics in the 40s
and 50s in the United States.3
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Figure 1. Nándor Honti, “A French Nurse’s Dream.”
Reproduced in Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams, p. 368.
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In 1905, not many years after Freud published his book
on dreams, Winsor McCay, in the United States, created the
comic, Little Nemo in Slumberland, a series of strips that ran for
nearly three decades across different newspapers, including The
New York Herald during the early part of the twentieth century.
When beginning the strip in 1905, McCay did not yet have
knowledge of Freud’s work, as The Interpretation of Dreams would
not be published until 1913 in the United States (Forrester &
Cameron, 2017, p. 517). But “while it is clear that McCay is in
no way exploiting Freudian ideas, it is also clear that he is one
in a long line of artists who were, like Freud, attracted to the
artistic and imaginative potential of the dreamworld” (Shannon,
2010, p. 92). Not unlike the comic strip that Freud reprints,
each of McCay’s stories begins in the dream world, and ends
with the lead character awaking to the real world.
In Little Nemo, the “gutter” separates Slumberland from the
wakeful world of the bedroom yet the reader recognizes that
somehow the dream landscape also maps the wakeful state, now
uncannily illuminated (Figure 2). The “gutter” (McCloud, 1993,
p. 66) in comics demarcates the blank space between panels.
This iconic signatory tool of comics serves as connector and
separator, not unlike the dream itself: one foot in the day and
one in the night. The comics artist as well as the psychoanalyst
thus herald a uniquely modern self, attuned to the strange
world of dreams.4
Reflecting the surging popularity of Freud’s magisterial
dream-book, two of the most famous comic pioneers of the
twentieth century Joe Simon and Jack Kirby published The
Strange World of Your Dreams in 1952, at the height of comics’
popularity and at the height of psychoanalysis’ popularity as well
in the United States (Figure 3). Only now is the prescience of
this pair of pioneers becoming appreciated in psychoanalytic
history. They depicted a new range of psychic consciousness
within the realm of comics art and interpretation. Craig Yoe,
introduces a new edition of their work with the following claim:
Comics are more like dreams than any other medium
[. . .] Comics have a strong surreal quality created by the
black lines surrounding and defining the hand-drawn
actors and their pop-dotted technicolor-dream environs.
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Figure 2. Winsor McCay, Little Nemo, Sunday July 26, 1908.
Reprinted in Winsor McCay: The Complete Little Nemo, 1905-1909, p. 291.
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This step away from reality gives comics the other-world
quality of our deepest nocturnal adventures. (2013, p. 3).

Indeed, The Strange World of Your Dreams asks on its very cover,
“What do they mean—the messages received in sleep?,” thus
pointing to a creative interest in dreams and the ideas of psychoanalysis circulating at the time, also revealing how many
cartoonists themselves were in analysis in these productive and
creative decades.5
A Comic, Psychoanalysis
The surge in the popularity of comics in the 1950s with
their raw representation of the violence and sexuality in horrifying images that derived from memories of the recent war,
bore a peculiar parallel to the traumatic memories that were
also filling consulting rooms in post-World War II America.
Art Spiegelman has said that “we might consider the EC horror comics that bloomed in the 1950s as a secular American
Jewish response to Auschwitz” (as cited in Chute, 2016, p.
14), which, as an example, the cover to Tales from the Crypt
#28 illustrates (Figure 4). But such bold and disturbing reminders of human aggression and appetite, particularly when
marketed to juveniles, led to the scrutiny of mental health
practitioners who were incredulous at the effect of passionate
pulp on young readers. In an astonishing saga played out in
the repressive era of American McCarthyism, the psychiatrist
Fredric Wertham published his infamous book, Seduction of the
Innocent: The Influence of Comic Books on Today’s Youth (1954) in
which he attacked comics for their lack of artistic merit, their
mass production, and the depiction of raw libidinal instinct.
He notoriously compared comic book creators to Hitler, with
Hitler emerging as the less threatening villain.6
Wertham’s repressive efforts resonated with the regressive
and repressive mood of the country in the 1950s and ultimately
led to the creation of the Comics Code Authority in 1954, a
regulatory board to which comics companies would voluntarily
submit their work to determine if it was suitable for readers. In
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Figure 3. Jack Kirby (cover artist), The Strange World of Your Dreams #1.
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Figure 4. Al Feldstein (cover artist), Tales from the Crypt #28.
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response to this crackdown, many comic book writers and artists lives were drastically changed as they left the field entirely,
though, some fell in line with the new regulations. Some of
the most affected by this cleansing, though, were the young
readers, soon to be talented comics artists, non-conformists,
who would begin creating their own comics in the coming
decades that did not comply with the code of purity, creating an underground community and fostering a generation
of “alternative comics” that remain classics today inspired by
many of these earlier comics and the soon to be serialized
MAD magazine.7 The part of this complex story that remains
salient for our purposes here is the response of the mainstream
comics producer, EC Comics, to this crackdown. The editors
at EC comics reacted adaptively. In a fascinating move to become more chaste, EC editors launched the “New Direction”
in comics series in 1955, which included Psychoanalysis (Figure
5), inspired by EC comics owner, Bill Gaines and EC editor, Al
Feldstein’s personal analyses, as well as the veneration that was
elevating psychoanalysis in American culture at this time. The
series was scripted by Daniel Keyes, who would later write Flowers
for Algernon, and penciled by one of the most well-recognized
comics artists, Jack Kamen.
Psychoanalysis, the comic, was new and it did not resemble
anything that had been done before. Here was a series focused
on visualizing the internal lives of its characters: the horrors
of the comic book page were now depicted as psychological
demons, domesticated, familiar, and, most of all, subject to
psychoanalysis. As Chute remarks of the series,
Psychoanalysis, representing a truly new genre, attempted
to do what it has become clear today comics excel at:
visualizing the workings of the individual mind on the
page, especially memory as a process, and revealing the
imbrication of past and present as a psychic structure
through a visualized grammar. (2016, pp. 101-2)
Focusing on the memories and dreams of each patient, the
comic series returns to the narrative core of psychoanalysis,
emphasizing the comics’ ability to map the animated internal
life of a person, in relation to their attentive analyst—who
looked a lot like Clark Kent.
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Figure 5. Jack Kamen (cover artist), Psychoanalysis #1.
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The comics in this short-lived series—both entertaining
and didactic—depict horror and desire, but this time dressed
up not in the terrifying images of crypts and criminals, but
rather in chaste grey flannel suits and dresses: representations
of mainstream American society. Even as psychoanalysis itself becomes domesticated by the mainstream medical establishment,
so too these psychoanalysis comics turn to tell the story of the
independent ego, triumphant over the dark, libidinal forces
that had threatened to take over the individual. So, comics and
psychoanalysis come together in the post-World War II decades
to tell the triumphant story of the autonomous American individual. This union is, of course, only discernible “après-coup,”
for we now see that both psychoanalysis and comics came in
this “golden age” for both discourses to embody a valiant era,
basking in a kind of super-hero stature each in their own way.
Psychoanalysis reigned as Queen of medical psychiatry, while
comics, burgeoned with increasingly preposterous masculinist
fantasies of human bodies, built with swollen biceps and breasts.
The full trajectory of these strange bedfellows of cartoonists and
clinicians is beyond the scope of this brief introduction. What
becomes relevant here and indeed inspires this special issue is
what happens next. Today we are seeing both a turning away
from fantasies of super-heroic competency in both discursive
realms. The irrepressible talking cure, beyond the persistence
of its faithful remnant of practicing psychoanalysts, sustains
its influence in psychodynamic clinical therapies of all sorts,
while informing the basic methods and mentalities of such
fields as narrative medicine,8 graphic medicine, and reparative
reading groups. Comics, equally irrepressible, has followed a
similar pattern: while proliferating predictably in mainstream
corporate productions, it has positively surged through new
forms—graphic novels, narratives, memoirs, documentaries—
call them what you will, these narratives of human experience
now dominate our current literary scene (Camden, 2016, p.
216). Chute said at the outset of this comics explosion: what
was “once considered pure junk,” is now gaining critical attention and traction (2008, p. 452).9
“Comics on the Couch” recognizes therefore that both
comics and psychoanalysis may reunite in contemporary culture
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at a shared moment in which both repudiate the narratives of
supremacy and triumph that defensively defined their golden
eras, and now find a different kind of strength through harkening back to the original story of the dream that defined both
discourses at the dawn of the twentieth century as seen today,
for example, with the publication of Alison Bechdel’s comic
psychoanalysis, Are You My Mother?: A Comic Drama. For both
psychoanalysis and comics recognize in the form of imaginary
representation that the painful truth of human vulnerability can
best be told in the hybrid, twilight shapes both discourses expose
and express. Jared Gardner explains the power of contemporary
comics as occurring in “the relationship between two semantic
systems—word and image” as they collaborate and compete
“to convey meaning. The highly charged relationship wherein
neither text nor image conveys the truth but together succeed
in saying something more true than either could individually”
(2015). The comics form, then, offers a different diagnostic
map of the self, one that can explore the internal geography
that Anzieu said psychoanalysis provided him, but now, in a
new millennium, enhanced by the image.10
Comics on the Couch
The essays in this collection address important points of
psychoanalysis and comics mapping out the internal life. Each
article in this collection demonstrates the capacity of psychoanalytic theory to interpret how word and image capture the
demands and the desires of our day. Appealing to our current
dilemma of exclusionary nationalism vs. the reparative nature
of group belonging, in the first essay, Tammy Clewell reconsiders Freud’s pessimistic view of group psychology in the shadow
of one of Western culture’s greatest atrocities. Exploring Nora
Krug’s Belonging, Clewell considers home as a “psychic and
geographical location that requires continuous revisiting.”
Landing on the idea that “rather than just pain and guilt” we
might “define the places, things, and practices that evoke for
her a deep sense of familiarity and home, while at the same time
defining how the Nazis appropriated these customs for their
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terrible exclusionary purposes,” Clewell opines that Krug’s work
aims to re-personalize guilt, which has paralyzed generations of
Germans from addressing their role in the death of millions.
Tammy Birk turns our gaze to the comics form’s unique
attention to the representation of trauma as she asks us to
stare at images that aim to represent the unrepresentable in
Paul Hornschemeier’s Mother, Come Home. Where linguistic
meaning fails, comics document as they draw, literalizing “the
belatedness of traumatic experience and memory in its formal
structure.” Birk draws our attention to the ways that the structure of comics with its gaps and fragmented images mirrors
traumatic memory. She considers the “epistemological crisis”
of representing experience that cannot enter the symbolic
realm using Lacanian psychoanalytic ideas to understand how
the comics form reclaims that which is lost to words.
Eric Berlatsky and Sika Dagbovie-Mullins consider the longoverlooked narrative of psychoanalysis and race in the context
of their unrelenting critique of the masculinist fantasies that
have perpetuated oppressive colonization of native populations. Without denying the discoveries of Freud, they utilize
the comics’ ability to overlay time through space to re-read
the Oedipus complex, resituating sexual abuse at the core of
psychoanalytic discourse and introducing race into the triadic
situation within mixed-race identity. As they write, “while the
storyline initially gestures to psychological structures, it also
usefully challenges the notion of such universality by drawing
attention to the specifics of the psychology and history of race
in America, and how they are related.” Their essay maps out a
future for the study of race and psychoanalysis as they do not
scaffold the comic with psychoanalytic theory but rather allow
the popular generic form to reframe psychoanalytic theory,
reimagining the oedipal triangulation for a contemporary and
more diverse future.
José Alaniz explores the grief of living in the Anthropocene
documented in the comic series, The Puma Blues by Stephen
Murphy and Michael Zulli. Turning to Freud’s theories of the
death drive and melancholia, Alaniz points to the ways that
this comic processes the experience of living through a great
extinction and psychopathology of daily living. Highlighting the
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psychopathologies of “whiteness and maleness” and their role
in constructing this late stage of the climate crisis, this comic
identifies the paralyzed melancholic who recites critique of our
post-industrial age as both victim and culprit of our age. Our
destruction of the mother earth has created a global mourning that enters the frame of these comics, giving a voice and a
body to the ecological grief we now experience daily. Considering that this issue of the journal will be printed during the
COVID-19 pandemic, this essay demands we reconfigure our
relationship with nature.
And as a final reflection on the comics form itself as
revealing traumatic memory in culture and character, Vera
Camden critiques the trends of contemporary corporate comics editors to eliminate the use of the “thought bubble” in
graphic representation which she identifies as artistically and
even psychologically inhibiting one of the most important tools
in cartoonist’s toolbox that captures—uniquely—immediate
and spontaneous access to the internal states of a character.
The thought bubble draws the bold lines that map comics
characters’ internal continent: its slow abolishment signals a
stealthy push toward cool conformity that Camden argues is,
at the deepest psychological level, a repudiation of affect and
human attachment.
Notes
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Katherine Roeder identifies Nándor Honti as the artist of this comic (2014, p.
155). Karin Kukkonen mistakenly identifies the comic as having been drawn by
Sándor Ferenczi (2013, p. 136).
David Wilbern is among the few critics who have interpreted Freud’s use of this
cartoon: “This dream re-presents Freud’s own dreams of urethral grandeur, not
as the little boy’s fantasy, but as the Nurse’s: another instance of [ ... ] psychic
reciprocity” (1979, p. 101n8). For a more recent discussion of the “French Nurses
Dream,” and the relationship between sequential art and early film, see Levi
(2012, p. 140).
For this history, see Nyberg (1998) and Beaty (2005).
For a history of the comic as a twentieth-century form, see Gardner (2012). For
a history of psychoanalysis and the birth of the modern self, see for examples,
Burnham (2012) or Shapira (2013).
Mort Meskin, attributed as associate editor on The Strange World of Your Dreams,
“was said to have read considerable Sigmund Freud […] and experienced Reichian therapy” (Yoe, 2013, p. 6). Bill Gaines, the owner of EC Comics, and Al
Feldstein attribute the creation of Psychoanalysis in 1955 to their personal analyses
(Ringgenberg, 1992, pp. 89-90; Ringgenberg, 1995, p. 90)
In a complicated rebuke of the comic book industry at the Senate Subcommittee
hearings, Wertham made the oft quoted declaration regarding the sheer power
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of comics: “I think Hitler was a beginner compared to the comic-book industry”
(United States Congress Archive,1954). For further discussion of the anti-comics
crusades and the complicated figure of Wertham, see Beaty (2005), Mendes (2015),
Nyberg (1998), and Tilley (2012). See also Qiana Whitted’s recent re-reading of
the EC Comics which scared Wertham (2019).
7. For examples of the histories of the underground movement, see Chute (2010,
pp. 13-27) and Galvan (2019, pp. 92-113).
8. Rita Charon has long turned to psychoanalytic ideas in her formulation of narrative medicine (2006). She points to the different between the two as she writes,
“If psychoanalysis reminds us of the corporeal dimensions of insight, narrative
medicine reminds us of the metaphorical dimensions of illness” (2008, p. 30)
The comics form triangulates metaphor and corporeality with the cartooned
image which lies between the two, significant to the study of graphic medicine
(Czerwiec et al., 2015).
9. See Thi Bui, Riad Sattouf, Marjane Satrapi, Derf Backderf, Alison Bechdel, and
Art Spiegelman among many others.
10. The May 1, 2020 issue of TLS was dedicated to comics, entitled the “Graphic
Novels Issue.” In this issue, they explored comics attention to trauma, history, and
the recent focus on comics that address the COVID-19 crisis. Comics’ attention
to memory and medicine is also where this issue emerges.
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